PEOPLE FIRST
We are reclaiming theater as a vessel for social change.
We want to restore connection, inspire understanding, and
mediate on behalf of those who may not have a voice.

THE VISION:
Expand the boundaries of performance,
storytelling, and community.

THE MISSION:
Use storytelling to explore the spaces that separate us—by
turning narratives into pathways for understanding, fostering
conversation and empathy within disparate communities, and
combating ignorance and promoting truth.

OUR VALUES:
Artistic excellence, community engagement,
selfless service, personal courage, and inclusion.

A LETTER
... FROM THE FIELD

With the world’s eyes watching both the conflict
over the land of Israel and Ukraine, there is no more
apt time to explore the lives of Jewish Ukrainians.
According to the Washington Post, the number of
Ukrainians immigrating to Israel doubled from 2013
to 2014. According to the Jewish Agency, 28,679 new
immigrants entered Israel in 2017. Of this, an incredible
25% came from Ukraine. I wanted to know why. That is
where this project began.
With the support of international humanitarian aid
group, Ezra International, I left for Ukraine in the winter
of 2018 to gather interviews from Ukrainian Jews
from across the nation. I truly had no idea where this
research would lead me. I interviewed from the poverty
stricken to the media elite. I sat down and heard stories
from survivors of the Holocaust and Holodomor,
former Communist party leaders, war refugees,
Ukrainian Nationalists, Pro-Russian separatists,
Orthodox priests, people who were fatally ill and had no
access to treatment, and even Ukrainian philosophers
and artists. I gathered interviews from the villages in
the Carpathian Mountains to Odessa to Dnipro to Kyiv
and multiple places in between. My only aim was the
collection of their stories to gain a better understanding
of who they are. The accounts I gathered were far from
a singular narrative. The common thread that linked
my efforts in Ukraine was that every single person I
spoke with or interviewed asked me to tell their story.
With a newfound perspective, I promised I would, and
that is where this film began.
It is important to know that these stories are not
the result of a traditional interview experience but of
personal relationships. I traveled to Ukraine alone,
and it was the most vulnerable period of my life. The
people who inspired these stories opened their hearts
to me. Some even let me stay in their homes. This film
is the result of multiple brave people being willing to
share their story with incredible vulnerability to a lone
American girl with a Go-Pro.
The people I met and the stories I gathered while in
Ukraine are very close to my heart. Thank you for your
interest in this work. I am deeply grateful.
Mikayla Goetz | Writer/Director of ALIYAH

ALIYAH ע
ֲ ִ הי ָ ּל
Aliyah is an experimental documentary about Ukrainian
Jews who chase a better life despite present day
transgressions and a history of persecution in their native
country.
Aliyah is based on months of interviews collected by
Mikayla Goetz (Boots on the Ground founding member)
in the winter of 2017. The story follows multiple Jewish
Ukrainians as they uncover their identity and relive their
peoples’ tumultuous existence in their native country.
Because this is an international story, a portion of the film
will be non-verbal and accessible to all people regardless
of language. Physical storytelling is essential to the film
because it balances an intellectual experience with a
purely visceral one. This film is not the first to explore
themes of persecution and resiliency. What makes this film
conceptually unique and engaging is how it is explored.
Aliyah combines interview-style storytelling with movement
and dance and puts the audience in the passenger seat
as they navigate through an immersive and unpredictable
experience.
Thank you to our field research sponsor at:

EZRA INTERNATIONAL
RESCUE RETURN RESTORE
We dedicate this project to the amazing work of our friends
at Ezra. Thank you for your continued kindness and support.

GET INVOLVED:
THIS PROJECT RELIES ON THE GENEROSITY AND SUPPORT
OF LIKEMINDED INDIVIDUALS WHO SHARE OUR PASSION
FOR THIS CAUSE. PLEASE CONSIDER SOWING IN TO ALIYAH
IN WHATEVER WAYS YOU CAN.
WANT TO BECOME MORE DEEPLY INVOLVED?
EMAIL: BOOTSOTGROUND@GMAIL.COM
DONATE: BOTGTHEATER.ORG

